
Prepare & Review: English Spring 1

Summary of learning Spring 1:.
• Shakespeare’s life and family
• Life as groundlings in Elizabethan London
• Reading the play A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream
• Analysing characters from the novel
• Selecting and analysing quotations

Tier 3 vocabulary, concepts and skills Tier 2 vocabulary
• Shakespeare 
• groundling
• comedy
• topic sentence

• audience
• annotation
• quotation
• soliloquy
• metamorphosis

• Elizabethan
• severe
• myth
• conflict
• affluent

• ancient
• influence
• malicious
• brutal
• sympathy

• traditional
• Mock
• Resolve
• unrequited 

love

Something to Create
Shakespeare’s family (including wife 

and children)
• Use your learning from the lessons and create 

Shakespeare’s family tree. Include such 
information as name, dates if possible. 

Complete by Week 2

Something to Watch
What life was like in Classical 

Athens?
Watch ‘A day in the life of an ancient Athenian’ 
and produce a creative response showing what 
you have learned: it could be a mind map, a 

poster or an article. Get creative!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ar8S6virCwM

Complete by Week 4

Something to Research
Why do young people elope to Gretna 

Green?
• Describe what Gretna Green is.
• Explain why it was popular with young people. 
• Use sub-headings to organise your writing.

Complete by Week 6

Something to Read 
The comedy, History & Tragedy
of William Shakespeare
Read this interesting book that will tell you tales of 
Shakespeare’s family, his society, his Queen and his country. 

How can I review my learning as part of the revision clock?:
• Complete Frayer models for your key vocabulary.
• Use your graphic organiser to make sure you understand the plot and characters from the novel.
• Review your mastery quiz questions and answers and make sure you have completed all of your re-teach 

tasks.
Mastery quizzes every fortnight and assessment at the end of term



Prepare & Review: English Spring 2

Summary of learning Spring 2:.
• Reading the play A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
• Revising the play.
• Planning to write introductions and conclusions.
• Selecting, annotating and analysing key 

quotations.
• Structuring analytical paragraphs.
• Arguing whether or not the love potion is a 

good thing.

Tier 3 vocabulary, concepts and skills Tier 2 vocabulary

• Shakespeare 
• soliloquy
• comedy
• topic sentence

• audience
• annotation
• quotation
• soliloquy
• metamorphosis

• Elizabethan
• severe
• myth
• conflict
• affluent
• chaos 

• ancient
• influence
• malicious
• brutal
• sympathy

• traditional
• mock
• resolve
• unrequited 

love

Something to Create
The charm of Demetrius: 

• We have seen how desperate Helena is. Imagine 
Demetrius is talking to Hermia. What might he say to 
convince her to go out with him? Write two paragraphs 
imagining that you are Demetrius and you are asking out 
Hermia. Be as convincing as you can! 

Complete by Week 2

Something to Watch
What life was like in Classical Athens?

Watch the scene below, showing Titania falling in love with 
Bottom! Write down some ideas about how you would 

stage the scene today – this is from 1935, and technology 
has come a long way since. You could write bullet points, 
make a mind map, or even do a fully annotated drawing. 

Do what works for you!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6IvB-2jYtY

Complete by Week 4

Something to Research
Common themes in Shakespeare: what comes 

up again and again?
• Mistaken identity is a common theme in Shakespeare’s 

plays. Research the play Twelfth Night and compare how 
mistaken identity is used in comparison with A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream. You can write in full paragraphs or make a 
detailed table.

Complete by Week 6

Something to Read 
Twelfth Night – Act 1
After or during your research, read the first act of the play. Use the 
reading skills you have developed whilst reading A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream, and think about the comparisons between the two 
plays.

How can I review my learning as part of the revision clock?:
• Complete Frayer models for your key vocabulary.
• Use your graphic organiser to make sure you understand the plot and characters from the novel.
• Review your mastery quiz questions and answers and make sure you have completed all of your re-teach tasks.
Mastery quizzes every fortnight and assessment at the end of term



Prepare & Review: English Summer 1

Summary of learning Spring 2:.
• Reading a range of metaphorical poems.
• Understanding the difference between idioms 

and literal language.
• Analysing metaphors and paragraph 

composition.
• Applying analysis to unseen poetry.
• Finding tenors and vehicles.

Tier 3 vocabulary, concepts and skills Tier 2 vocabulary

• metaphor 
• literal 
• tenor
• vehicle
• ground 
• topic sentence 

• title
• annotation
• quotation
• unseen 
• idiom 

• comparison
• similarity
• conventional
• admirable
• terminology 

• senses
• behaviour
• appearance 
• predator
• creation

Something to Create
Seasonal senses: write your own poems.

• Complete a poem titled ‘March Morning’, or 
choose a month and time of day and write your 
own poem using this as a title. Write one poem 
where you describe one tiny sound, and another 
where you focus on one particular sight.

Complete by Week 2

Something to Watch
Who was William Blake?

Watch the lecture on William Blake by Dr David Fallon and 
make notes. How do you think Blake’s life affected how he 

wrote his poems?
https://podcasts.ox.ac.uk/william-blake

Complete by Week 4

Something to Research
William Blake: exploring more.

• William Blake wrote two famous collections of 
poetry: Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience. 
Find a poem from each of these collections and find 
the tenor, vehicle, and ground in both poems.

Complete by Week 6

Something to Read 
Biography – Alfred Lord Tennyson
Have a read all about the life of Tennyson. Who was 
he? What was his life  like: How did this affect his 
poems? Make notes to help remember everything you 
read!

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Alfred-

How can I review my learning as part of the revision clock?:

• Complete Frayer models for your key vocabulary.
• Use your graphic organiser to make sure you understand what is being told in each poem, and how it is 

being told.
• Review your mastery quiz questions and answers and make sure you have completed all of your re-teach 

tasks.
Mastery quizzes every fortnight and assessment at the end of term



Prepare & Review: English Summer 2
Summary of learning Summer 2:.
• Morals in stories.
• Read a range of different stories from 

various parts of the world.
• Connecting stories to other ideas studied in 

Year 7.

Tier 3 vocabulary, concepts and skills Tier 2 vocabulary
• enunciation 
• dialogue 
• loveable rogue 
• comeuppance 
• Holi 

• moral 
• fable 
• quotation
• comparative

• quest 
• love potion
• vulnerable
• ingenious 
• ingenuity 

• universal 
• hand 

gestures
• tyrant
• tyrannical 

• relate 
• triumph 
• repentant 
• overcome 

Something to Create
Hansel and Gretel: Creative Writing

• Hansel and Gretel find a magical, edible house 
in the forest. Write a description of the house 
they find.

Complete by Week 2

Something to Watch
What life was like in Classical 

Athens?
Watch this awe-inspiring video of Uluru in 
Australia. Think about the myth of Giant’s 

Causeway – write your own theory about how 
Uluru was created!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUADPqYbnvI

Complete by Week 4

Something to Research
Further Exploring

Today we started reading Tales from the Thousand and 
One Nights. Find out about one of the famous stories 
in this collection of tales: either Aladdin, Sinbad the 
Sailor or Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves.

Complete by Week 6

Something to Read 
Aesop's Fables:
Choose two of the famous fables and 
examine the moral of these. How to they 
contrast each other?

How can I review my learning as part of the revision clock?:
• Complete Frayer models for your key vocabulary.
• Use your graphic organiser to make sure you understand the plot, characters, and moral from the stories.
• Review your mastery quiz questions and answers and make sure you have completed all of your re-teach 

tasks.
Mastery quizzes every fortnight and assessment at the end of term


